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A Compendium of Neuropsychological Tests: Administration, Norms, and CommentaryOxford University Press, 1998
The Second Edition of this well-known Compendium has been considerably expanded and updated. It contains new chapters on test selection administration and preparation of the client; report writing and the informing interview; executive functions; occupational interest and aptitude; and malingering and symptom validity testing. The first four...
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Pediatric Endocrinology: A Practical Clinical Guide (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2003


	The aim of Pediatric Endocrinology: A Practical Clinical Guide is to provide practical

	detailed and concise guidelines for the clinical management of pediatric endocrine diseases

	and disorders. The audience is thus all those pediatric endocrinologists, pediatricians,

	and primary care physicians who provide medical care for children...
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Protein and Energy Requirements in Infancy and Childhood: 58th Nestlé Nutrition Workshop, Pediatric Program, Ho Chi Minh, November 2005 (Nestlé Nutrition Institute Workshop Series, Vol. 58)Karger, 2006

	In this volume, world-renowned specialists review the latest scientific information and recommendations for protein and energy requirements of infants and children. New data obtained with the latest techniques show significantly lower requirements for both energy and protein than previously thought. This will have far-reaching implications...
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Pediatric ENTSpringer, 2007

	Each patient is a part of a society: successful care given

	to that patient adds value to that society. Pediatric otolaryngology

	encompasses the traditional purposes of

	medicine in the prevention and curing of illness. It also

	focuses especially on hearing, speech, gustation and the

	sense of smell, swallowing and respiration....
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Lippincott Manual of Nursing PracticeLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2005

	
		Completely updated for its Eighth Edition, this full-color classic reference is the one source every nurse needs for essential patient assessment and treatment guidelines. In an easy-to-read outline format, this clinically focused guide covers all disorders and patient problems in Medical-Surgical, Maternal-Neonatal, Pediatric, and...
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Atlas of UrodynamicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Urodynamics is the investigation of the function of the lower urinary tract - the bladder and urethra - using physical measurements such as urine pressure and flow rate as well as clinical assessment. The assessment begins with a medical history and examination, which may for example reveal abnormalities within the lower abdomen or pelvis that are...
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Pediatric Primary Care: Practice Guidelines for NursesJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2018

	Pediatric Primary Care: Practice Guidelines for Nurses, Fourth Edition is a comprehensive resource for well-child management and acute care management of childhood illnesses in a primary care setting. Written by practicing experts, this text is intended for advanced practice nursing students as a quick reference guide once they enter...
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Clinical Pharmacology of SleepBirkhauser, 2006

	From the emergence of clinical sleep medicine marked by the establishment of the harbinger Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic in the mid 1970s, offspring sleep dis- ders clinics and centers have grown exponentially with the recognition of the unmet diagnostic and treatment needs of the reservoir of patients suffering from sy- toms of what are...
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Cataract and Refractive Surgery (Essentials in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2004

	The topic of the second volume of the series in "Essentials in Ophthalmology" is cataract and refractive surgery, a realm of ophthalmic care that has undergone revolutionary changes in the past 10 years. Worldwide, the removal of the opaque crystalline lens is the most frequently performed surgical intervention in the human body,...
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Pediatric Secrets: with STUDENT CONSULT Access (4th Edition)Mosby, 2005
The Secrets Series® is breaking new ground again. This best-selling volume in the very popular Secrets Series® is back in an exciting, updated, and completely redesigned 4th Edition! With a new, two-color page layout, a more portable size, a list of the "Top 100 Secrets" in pediatrics, and access to the entire book and more...
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Upper Extremity Injuries in Young Athletes (Contemporary Pediatric and Adolescent Sports Medicine)Springer, 2018

	
		
			This unique book focuses exclusively on upper extremity injuries in the young athlete, including the latest evidence on current diagnostic and treatment strategies. Comprised of the most up-to-date information in the field, much of which is not in the existing literature, it proceeds anatomically from the shoulder down,...
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The MassGeneral Hospital for Children Handbook of Pediatric Global HealthSpringer, 2013

	The MassGeneral Hospital for Children Handbook of Pediatric Global Health is a concise resource for the ever-increasing number of health professionals involved in global health, many of whom spend a few weeks to months or even years providing medical care in resource-poor countries.  This Handbook provides...
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